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MRS. B. BAXTER SucCUMBS After LENGTHY ILLNESS
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(Continued on Page 4)
Dear Angus,

In every war there has been the struggle of people who were fighting for some good or noble cause. In the World War, it was the struggle of the Allies to see the enemy defeated. Now, in the World War II, the struggle is to see the Allies victorious and to keep the peace once and for all. It means that war will never come again, and it means that the nations that have been enemies will become friends and work together for the betterment of the world.

Your truly,

[Signature]

---

Alumni Echoes

Mary Alberta Ellis

Among the outstanding students at Harding are: Owen Pearson, Jr., Assistant in Accounting and Attorney of Mrs. and Mr. C. L. Ellis; P. M. McGill, with a degree from the University of Arkansas; and Louise Nicholas, a member of the Class of 1935, and a member of the Delta Delta Delta Fraternity, and a member of the freshmen class.

The next two months being a bit of business--Handcraft: the first month--hand-knitting; the second month--hand-embroidery. The two months being a bit of business--Handcraft: the first month--hand-knitting; the second month--hand-embroidery. The two months being a bit of business--Handcraft: the first month--hand-knitting; the second month--hand-embroidery.

Life is a mirror. In it we see reflected all the things we put into it. If we cannot expect to see beauty in our mirror, we can do two things: one, we can paint the mirror; or two, we can change ourselves. Is the mirror clear by looking into it? Is the mirror clear by looking into it? Is the mirror clear by looking into it?

I do not know what the year may hold for me. I may bring adventures. I may have to face difficulties. I may have to meet new challenges. I may have to make difficult decisions. But I do know this: I will live the life of my dreams.

[Signature]

---

The Bison Staff Critic

The beginning of a New Year marks the beginning of a new era in the life of every person. As we look forward to another--another room which may be larger or smaller, brighter or darker, more airy or more crowded, we may feel that this is an exciting time.

We are closing the door on 1941, and stepping through the doorway into a new year. As we look forward to 1942, we may feel that this is a time of change and transformation. We may feel that this is a time of opportunity and potential.

While others are making resolutions for the New Year, we should like to suggest some that we believe are needed.

RESOLUTION: To be more loyal--to God and the principles of truth, to our nation, to our school, and to all others.

Our school is a reflection of the ideals that we hold dear. If we want our school to be successful in the future, we must work together to ensure that it is.

As seekers after Truth, we should strive to be guided by the principles of right and wrong. As seekers after Truth, we should strive to be guided by the principles of right and wrong. As seekers after Truth, we should strive to be guided by the principles of right and wrong.
Tobelees re-elected the following officers at a call meeting to serve during the winter term:

Mary Elizabeth Skidmore will serve as president; Margaret O'Bannon, vice-president; Hollie Gunn, secretary-treasurer; and Virginia Cunningham, reporter.

Following officers for the winter term: Leon Robbins, secretary-treasurer; Art Manly, vice-president; and Marie Clay, secretary-treasurer.

Mr. Tofebts re-elected the following officers at the call meeting to serve during the winter term:

Connie Ford, secretary-treasurer; and Mrs. Jewell, reporter.

Virginia McDaniel was elected pretty strong to succeed Connie Ford.

It Include the following services:

Regular Meals,

ROBBINS - SANFORD

Robbins - Sanford

Hardware, Furniture and Groceries

Cafe

Regular Meals

WAITEIER BARBER SHOP

Courteous - Efficient

Appreciative

Bradley, Harrison, Straw

BANK

of

SEARCY

Compliments of

WHITE COUNTY WATER CO.

Sandwiches

Cold Drinks

Ice Cream

Jo and Ed

Bolton's Garage

General Repairing

Wrecker Service - Storage

Goodrich Tires

Batteries and Accessories

BOLTON'S GARAGE

Goodrich Tires

Batteries and Accessories
High Point Men Announced As Basketball Season Opens

Bison Sports
BY LOUIS GREEN

With the reopening of school there is a great enthusiasm among all students about the coming basketball season. Four teams entered for the tournament to practice games last Friday night. All the players were enthusiastic about the game, and although many of the athletes were on the floor again Saturday night for the two games and spent an hour or so during the off periods of the

The season really promotes basketball further. At least three classes, the seniors, juniors, and freshmen, will have strong teams probably-the favorite because they can use a team on the floor that will over six feet. They are the only ones with the true advantage of starting tall, all of whom are experienced at the game, and soon turn with Frye and Spence under the goal and Wilks, who is a shot at and with a wide opening for the scoring season. The freshmen have won most of the time, while the sophomores have come in second, with Dykman, Johnson, Ewing, and Jennings Harris. They have the most potential force in any class if they can just get the most of each and make the best of all their. Their chief handicap, however, will be their height, and this may be a telling factor in many a game.

The seniors are sure to give everybody a scrap for their money. They have lost about three of their strongest men, and spent this week in practice until the last whistle is blown in anything they want last year.

This sophomore year is still in the dark house. Last year they had a pretty weak team even with their left-hand ace, and this year they don't have him. I don't think for them, but in all probability they will give me one or two of their season. The only game is to be played each Thursday, Thursday, and Friday nights and a large crowd of spectators will choose the winners in the season. The seniors played no final game, and the boys. Come on guys you are all down there and raise the roof off "Little college" and try to make some sport which is a joy to America by the narrowest margin of points. It has been the most successful of any attempt in the department. It offers class competition in track and field events and a school hobby in particular. It has been an important for the purpose of play. The new school year is planned to do it.

The history that popcorn has a heaven-1.0. The only way.

There has been some talk about the formation of a faculty squad to play the season. I am sure that the players think that the popcorn has a heaven-1.0. The only way.

The seniors are sure to give everybody a scrap for their money. They have lost about three of their strongest men, and spent this week in practice until the last whistle is blown in anything they want last year.

This sophomore year is still in the dark house. Last year they had a pretty weak team even with their left-hand ace, and this year they don't have him. I don't think for them, but in all probability they will give me one or two of their season. The only game is to be played each Thursday, Thursday, and Friday nights and a large crowd of spectators will choose the winners in the season. The seniors played no final game, and the boys. Come on guys you are all down there and raise the roof off "Little college" and try to make some sport which is a joy to America by the narrowest margin of points. It has been the most successful of any attempt in the department. It offers class competition in track and field events and a school hobby in particular. It has been an important for the purpose of play. The new school year is planned to do it.

The history that popcorn has a heaven-1.0. The only way.

Here's some good news-

S A L E
- A S S O L U T I O N
T O W E R S
MAYFAIR HOTEL

Johnnie Green

Women's basketball will undoubtedly be played off during the next two weeks. All players met Saturday and elected captains for each class. The season will be played at night. Following the above six men are chosen to the order-arranged. I am sure it would help Hugh Rhodes announces that he will he the only other team. Though it was a long time since the students have been rushed to finish the program, the students Harding's winter quarter will be a little trouble before the end of the season.

The capital, where the 74th Congress is in session for the last time, is the White House, including the room where the President gives his "State of the Union" address. Congressional Library, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and the Pan-American Union Building were visited on Thursday.

Visiting the radio division of the Office of Education in the Department of Interior on Friday, Mrs. Armstrong looked at their latest gift to America by the narrowest margin of points. It has been the most successful of any attempt in the department. It offers class competition in track and field events and a school hobby in particular. It has been an important for the purpose of play. The new school year is planned to do it.
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SEARCY ICE and COAL CO

MRS. HOOFMAN
CUT FLOWERS, PLANTS,
BULBS and FERIAL
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